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A:BSTRACT 
The problem considered is that of determining the two-dimensional 
thermal stresses in a thick-walled finite hollow circular cylinder subjected ) 
. 
;to an axisymmetric temperature distribution.· 
For analysis, the problem is reduced to that of finding the stresses 
in a finite hollow cylinder subjected to normal loadings over the end 
sections which are equal to,but opposite in direction to the self-
equilibrating axial stresses produced in an infinitely long hollow circular 
~--
cylinder subjected to the given temperature distribution. The complet;---~ 
solution to the original problem is, by superposition, the swn of the 
solution for the fini t.e cylinder subjected to end loadings and that for 
·the infinite cylinder subjected to a temperature distribution. 
The method of solution presented was developed within.the scope of 
Horvay' s · [1 J general analysis of variational approach by Lee [ 2 J in 
the consideration of a semi-infinite cylinder and extended theoretically 
by Erdogan [3 J to this problem. Modified. Sadowsky-Sternberg stress functions 
involving radial and axial,. functions in biproduct form are used in formulating 
the stress expression. The radial functions are selected so as to satisfy 
the prescribed lateral boundary conditions and the equilibrium conditions .. 
,The Euler-Lagrange equations resulting from the application of the complementary 
energy principle give the general ~orm of the axial functions with arbitrary 
constants. The specific form of the axial functions is obtained from 
·auxiliary conditions arising from the longitudinal boundary conditions at 
the ends of the cylinder. 
... 
The stress functions obtained for this approximate solution are the 
first terms of infinite sequences w~ich should converge to the exact solution. 
·. ,,_!' As a check on the accuracy of the first term solution the displacement 
-1-
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components can be calculated on the basis of alternate equa.tions arising 
,./ from the geometric compatability-conditions. Comparing the results provides 
an independent check since the compatability conditions are not considered 
in obtaining a solution when the minimum complementary energy theorem is 
employed. 
A numerical example of the solution is included using a cylinder having 
an inner to outer radius ratio of 5/7 and a length to outer radius ratio 
of '18/7 in keeping with the work of Lee [2 J for comparision. In addition, 
cylinders of the same cross-section but various length to outer radius 
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1. Introduction 
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•. ,,;-·_.....,. ......... ...,.·.o#laowY--
.._ 
.. ,, 
• • ~ '·• 'r"\ •• ~' • • ••• ·, • ,· . ··--~·· ''.. . . .. ,.,', 
Because of its practical importance, the so-called "end problem" for 
circular cylinders subjected to an axysymmetric temperature distribution 
. • . • •.:. ......... ,~,. ·i._, •..•• .:.~.:C.:~ .•. 1 
has attracted the attention of many investigators. For a long cylinder far 
away from the ends the axial stress distribution is similar to the temperature 
~ profile. However at the ends the axial stresses must be zero, requiring 
that a shear stress be present to effect the change in the axial stress 
along the length of the cylinder. 
A rigorous solution for a solid cylinder can be formulated relating 
the stresses and displacements to the Love function, [ 4] . However the 
resulting radially distributed end tractions, which are not susceptible 
to conventional Fourier expansion techniques, and the additional boundary 
.conditions arising in the case of a hollow cylinder make the application 
of the technique to this problem impracticable. 
Others have attacked the problem with various restrictions. Horvay [ 1 J 
uses the variational formulation and the Theorem of Minimum Complementary 
Energy in attacking the problem of a solid cylinder, but employs end tractions 
which are orthogonal polynomials in r, which require in turn, special 
temperature profiles. In [5] an approximate solution for a thin-walled 
cylinder with a linear temperature distribution, and in [ 6] a solution 
for a thick-walled cylinder, neglecting the radial stress due to the end 
effect are given. 
The solution given here has the advantage that it may be applied to a 
hollow cylinder of any wall thickness and places no restrictions on the 
axisymmetric temperature distribution. 
-3-
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2. Formulation of the Problem 
Consider a finite-length, hollow circular cylinder of a linearly 
elastic, homogeneous, isotropic material with temperature-independent 
thermoelastic properties which is subject to z- and 8- independent 
temperature field T(r) and is free of surface tractions on its end 
faces and lateral curved boundaries (r, e, z are the cylindrical coordinates). 
Let the cylinder be of length .I , outer radius R0 , and inner radius R1 • 
T~ generalize the analysis assume the outer radius is unity and the inner 
radius is A , where A = B.1/R0• Further, consider that the cylinder has 
zero body force. The problem in brief is to find the thermal stresses in a 
\ finite hollow cylinder subjected to a temperature field T(r) and zero 
surface tractions. 
T Let the thermal stresses be called CT" ij , where i, j = r, e, z. 
The boundary conditions may be written as: 
(2.1 a,b) T T 0- rr< r, z) 0- r<r, z) 0 - -
T T (2.1 c,d) ~ rz(r~ z) - ~ (r, z) =0 -
T T (2.1 e,f) 
-Z rz(r,z) ~ (:r, z) 0 - -
T 0- zz(r, z) = o-!(r, z) = 0 
.. 
:Cz-.-1 1, j) T T ~ re(r, z) = ~ ez(r, z) = O 
r = A, 1 
r = /\, 1 
z = 0, J. 
z = o, I 
To reducethe problem to that of a finite hollow cylinder acted upon by 
self equilibrating end tractions and an infinite cylinder of the same radii 
subjected to the same temperature field we let 
(2.2) T 00 a- 1j = O-iJ + er 1J 




.... .... . . . '~. 
00 
where the stresses 0- ij are the stresses associated with the solution 






00 aE r2 - A 2 (1: = -
r (1 - 1) ) r2 1 - " 2 
T(r) rdr -
l 





0-z = 1 - 7) 
2 
1 - "2 
) T(r) rdr - T(r) 
A 
00 00 00 




T(r) rdr - T(r) r 
" 
where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion, Ethe modulus of elasticity, 
V is Poisson's ratio, 1' and unity are the inner and outer radius respectively. 
From ( 2. 2) and ( 2~ 3) we c.an rewrite the boundary conditions in terms 
of the stresses of the reduced problem as: 
err< A, z> = o = a- re 1, z) 
(2.4 c, d) 
(2.4 e,f) 
~rz(r,O) = O = Zrz(r,~) 
(2.4 g, h) (T (r, 0) = (r (r, i_ ) = - <r'°<r) 
z z z 
(2.4 i, j) 







........ .. , ...... 
. ' . ·-~· ··• ~ .. ..-........... , 
In addition to the boundary conditions we must satisfy the equations of 
equilibrium. In the absence of body force these take the form 
' (2 • .5 a) 
. ( . ' 0 _(j r + a ~ rz + err - a-8' = 0 
d r \ "' a z r 
~ (jz I 
0 z + ~ Zrz + ~rz = 0 ~ r r 
For an exact solution we must also satisfy the stress-displacement 
relations (or compatability conditions) which, for this case, take the form: 
(2. 6 a) 
( 2. 6 b) 
(2. 6 c) 
(2. 6 d) 
~ - 1. r - E 
"Z rz 
where u and ware the rand z components of the displacement vector. 
Since apparently no convenient closed solution exists for equations .. (2.5) 
and (2.6) subject to the boundary conditions (2.4) we will formulate 
the problem as a variational problem using the Theorem of Minimum 
Complementary Energy to obtain an approximate solution. The theore.m 
states that "of all the stress states satisfying the conditions of 
equilibrium in the interior and on that portion of the surface where 
-6-
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the surface forces are prescribed, the actual state of stress is such 
• ""l·-. 
as t'O--minimize the complementary energy of the elastic system.~ [ 1] 
Therefore if we choose the stresses~ that they satisfy the equilibrium 
equations (2 • .5). and the boimdary conditions (2.4) the variational 
formulation should yield a result that will satisfy the compatability 
equations (2.6). 
solution can be formulated in terms of stress 
functions, Lee ha~ defined the fallowing two stress functions, cf) and 
¢, of, the Sadowsky-Sternberg type, that satisfy the equilibrium equations 
(2.3) identically: 
(2. 7 a) 
(2. 7 b) 
- r( ~ rrzz + r~rrzz + 2~rzz) 
- '],I 
"" \ 
(2. 7 c) ,,,_z = "1 + !. nJ + rd. + J,1'. + g_ tl. ~ 'f'rrr r '-"rr ~rrr ~rr r ~r 
(2. 7 d) ~ = - II) - rtA - 2~ 
'f' rrz 'f' rrz 'f rz 
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J. Determ:1nation of r.p (r,z) and ~(r,z) 
To obtain q) and ~ we will use a method proposed by Ka.ntorov~ch 
[7 J in conjunction with the variational formulation. 




l: . fk(r) ~(Z) 
k=l 
n 
L Fk(r) Gk(Z) 
k=l 
'Choo.se the radial functions fk and Fk in such a way that they satisfy the 
bonnda.ry condi ti~n in r and form a complete set in the range ( " , 1) • 
~ 
substi~te the values into the expression of the complementary energy, 
integrate in r and solve the resulting system of ordinary linear 1'uler-
Lagrange differential equations for ~ and Gk. The resultant minimal 
sequences c.p n and ¢n presmnably approach the exact solution as n is . 
increased indefinitely. 
We will seek :a solution for n = 1 and obtain a method for checking 
the accuracy in an actual problem. (For a method of refining the solution 
'.by taking ad.di tional terms, see [ 3 J . ) 
Introducing the notation: 
(3.2 a.) 
(3.2 b) t, = rF" + 2F' 
• 
(3.2 c) 
(3. 2 d) 
. -8-
' I --·-··--- • -
-• -~------,---,. ------~~---------------------------·-• -·----...---------- .......---,....----------------·--... --..... --- ... ~......--.--• -,,. _ _,_,-,-.. --~ --- -- ",Lo-•- " -
. "'. ...... - . - ' ·-· :;··,-:: .. :. 
II' 
where primes indicate differentiation with respect to the argument. We 




0- = S(f + r 4f 1)g - 7,J (2F + r F 1)G" r 
- r7 + 'ZI r5rn +(2 + sr3)rF 1 + 2F G" 
-,, = - t g 1 - t G1 u f F 
4.. D.e·t ermina ti on of . Rad!~:t J\urc,:t:.:i.ons· . 
.•. 
0.hoosing 
(4.1) 0- (r,O) 
z 
we have, from (2.4 fg and (2.3 c) 
(4.2) 
~ 
S(r) = - er (r) = - a,E 
z (1 - 1) ) 
..•. 
2 
(1 - " 2) 
1 
T(r)rdr - T(r) 
" 
Recalling that the normal end tractions are self-equilibrating since 
the net force in the z direction is zero, we have 
1 
(4.3) 5 S(r) rdr = O 
~ . 




. - . --·-.-• ·- -~~ .. ____ . - --- ------... -- ..-,. -- -





- - - --· -- ...... - -·\•. -_, ....... _,,-, ........ , ··--·---' --- -., .. 
·(3.2 c,d) have the common solution:· 
(4.4) 







where to preserve the symmetry the constant is ignored. Therefore we 
can rewrite (3.3 c,d) as: 
(4.5 a) 0-z = S(g + G) 
( 4 • .5 b) ~ = - t(g1 + G1) 
Substituting (4.5 a) in the equilibrium eqUB.tiQn (2.5 b) yields the 
partial differential equation: 
(4. 6 a) 
~· c; + ~ = - S(g1 + G1) r -r 
wh_i.ch has the solution: 





where the lim;tts are such :!;fui;t ( 4. 8) sQ.tisfies both radial boundary 
conditions. (2. 4 c, d) 
Comparing (4.6) and (4.8). and recalling (J.2 a) yield 
t(r) = f" = 1 
r 
. l~r integration therefore 
.. 
r 







• ,,.,., "!-·'· ••... 
- f(r) = 
\ 




) S(y)ydy + c1r + c2 
" . 
. .. ~- . ..,. .., ' . • ..... -...' ·, .,I '' • -.•,, . ·• '•• • 
where c1 and c2 are constants of integration. Similarly from (4.4) and (3.2): 
(4. 8 a) t (r) = rF" + 2F' 
which has the solution 
(4.8 b) F(r) 1 :: - -
r 
r s 
) ds s. S(y)ydy + 
A 
where c3 and c4 are integration constants. 
s 
SA S(y)ydy + CJ + C / 
We can satisfy the boundary conditions (2.4 a,b) by making the 
-
coefficients of g and G"' in (3.3 a) identically zero. Therefore we can 
obtain the constants c1, c2, c3, c4 by solving the two sets of simultaneou~. 
equa,tions: 
\ 
(4.9 a, b) r4f, + f= 0 ·at r= 1, /\ 
r4F• 
:!.· (4.9 c,d) + 2F = 0 at r= 1, ~ 
; 
and have determined the radial functions. 
5. Determination of the Axial Functions 
Having found fir) and F(r) we use the Theor·em of Minimum Complementary 
Energy and Variational Methods to determine g(z) and G(z). 
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' ,.,.1 ........... , IP 
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variation of the total complementary energy will be equal to the variation 
of the strain energy alone, which can be written 
• 
2 
-( l + ,..,, ) ( err (r 8 + (T 8 (T z + 0-z 0-r - ~ ) rdrdZ'. 
( 
-Integrating in r yields an equation of the .form. 
i 
i 





+ ~. 3g~•- + a g"G + a g"G" + a G + a GG" + a G• + a G" 
.2 · · 2 2 2] 
J · 34 36 44 4li 55 66 
and. th·e c,:oeff·i-cients a .. (i,j = 1,2, ••• ,6) are defined as follows: .. ... . . . . . 1J
1 
(j.-4l JA S [ 2f + f 1 (1 + 6r3)r + r5t:r Jra.r 
1 
+ 2:5 S"(c1- 1,) )f ff+ f'(l + 6r3)r+ r5t:r J 
" 
+ f'
2 { t+(5 - V )r' + (13 - s;;)r(, ] r2 
I 










....... -:'> ~--;.,...~.-·- -··'"':"'····~ ....... "· ~·-~""4-...::-., ..... -· ...... ·~·- .. ·-· -· .. .. .... ..... . . . --
':($.4: cont.) 
( 3 } 6 1 2 10] + :f' • \, t 1 +(5 - 1) ) r r + I tf r rdr 
·1 
1 r 
- 5 { tr [<1 - 11 )£ + £' { 1 +(5 -'I) )r3 J r + r5t:f'J r2a.r 
" l 1 
a.14 = "J/ iA S2rdr - 5 7,1 S'A s [ 2£ + £'(1 + 6r3)r + r5t£] rdr 
l 1 
.. 816 = "JI SA S\r2dr - 'J) 2 i S [4F + 2F' (1 + 3)) r + F"r-5] rdr 
1 
- 5 )i\ . [ 1 (1 -7,) ):f' + r5tf J tF + f 1 { 1 +(5 -V ))J rtF J r2dr 
1 
-5 'J) ) [<1 - 1,) )r' { 4F + 2F 1,(l + 3;3) r + F"r-5 '/ 
" 
+ f'F' { 2 + 3(5 -1,) )r3 + 2(13 - 5-p)r6 J r 2 









••• r . .,.,_..,, I - II ( 1.. d I - -,,;,..w-.~~ , _,,I~·• I$ (t.."···.;.,t-...,.<! • .,. . ·i ................ ~.:.":.\/' --: 1 
1 
a.22 = (l + )) ) ) / rdr 
A f 
l 
~2.? = 2(1 + 7) ) J t! rdr 
1' 
l 
a.33 - l 
~. 
t2 r3ar 
- -2 f 
1 
a - ·v J t sr2dr 





a36 = } tf \r3dr + 1) 
1' 
[ 2(1 - 1,) )F + r f 2 +(~ -})).';} F 1 
+ li'"r5 J 2 tr dr f 
,j,i 
1 
a46 = i S [4F + 2Fl(l + Jr3)r + 1 11r5J rdr 
1 
a5.5 = (1 + 1) ) ). t 
2 
rdr A f 
1 "' 
a 66 = J,) 





2{ 3 61· 2 +F' l 2 + 2(? - 7,/) r + (13 - 5 y) r . r 
' 











, . ' ' ~ 
' 
·: .... ,. 
"' . . ~. -· 
.• •• ··.f:r • . 
·•·o#l~ ... .... , ..... ,,, ... : 
... -... ~···· ......... , ... , "''· .-.,-. ,,. . ,-,, ........... · ......... . 
1 
.,. + 7,) ~ t.J. [f 2 +(5 - 1) )r3 J rF 1 + 2(1 ~ Y )·F + F"r 
) 
+ !. 2 
1 
( 2 3 J t r dr 
A F 
The condition t~t the total complementary energy be stationary can be 
written as: 
.(.5 •. .5) bU = ~U= E C 21T 
R -
J ) I ( g, g' , gn, G, G 1 , G") dz :: 0 
0 
which using methods of variational calculus yields the following Euler-
o· 
Lagrange equations; 
(.5. 6 a) o I_ d ?Jg dz 
(5. 6 b) _a_i _ ~ ;J I + d
2 ~ I = o 
;J G dz c) G1 dz2 c) G" 
and natural boundary condittons. 
(5.7 a, b) ( d I d ;; I ) ~ ?J. I c a g' - dz a g" g + c> g" o g' 
+(OI _L c) I) ( 
c) G1 · dz c)G" "G+ c) I G' d G" 
0 






,, ... .'. -·-~- -..... ~ 
' ' ("--
I 
... ~·.; ..... ~---~:-~-~,.,:··,..:··: .......... ~ ~:-e ···-~~4t .... ,,.,..~~t .............. ~ -- . • ...... -/"" ' . "' ... ~ ... ,. .... , •~· "llllllrr1..~ --=~ ,, . 
' . 
• 
give a pai~ of differential equations with constant coefficients. Using 
, 
(5.3), (5.6) and (5.7) can be written as: 
(5. 8 a) 2 (a11g + (a13 .:.. a22> g" + 8J3g•V] 
+ [ ~ 4G +1 (81_6 - a25 + a3iJ G" + a36G•v J = 0 ... 
(5. 8 b) [ a14g + (aJ4 - a23 + a16) g" + a'J6gtv] 
+ 2 [ a44G + (a46 - a55) G11 + a6fp•v J = O 
(5.9 a,b) { ·[(2a - a )gt - 2a g"'+ (a - a 4)G' ... a G"' ] Jg 22 13 33 25 3 . · J6 
) 
I 
+ (a.. g + 2a g" + a G + a G11 J J g' 
. i) 33 . 34 36 
+ [<a - a... 6)g• - a g'"+ (2a - a )Gt - 2a ~G"' ] i G 25 --J. 36 ss.. 46 66 
Seeking a solution for (5.8 a,b) in the form 
(5.10 a, b). · Yz g{z) = Ae 
) Yz G(z = :Be 
~he characteristic equa.tion of the system is foirnd to be 
-16-
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(5.11) 
In general the eight eigenvalues, or roots, come out to be in complex 
pairs of the form 
(5.12) 
Having assumed the forms (.5.10 a,b) we can make use of Euler's formula 
•• l ... ,,.,,. ...... •• - .... c, ....... , 
= 0 
e18 = cos 8 + i sin 8 and find that we can write the solutions of (5.8 a,b)as 
g(z) ·=; ~.·- (e~Z (:rn. cos [:JkZ + ~ sin [:J z) 
k=l k k 
' -
(5.13 b) G(z) = ~ e k (M cos ~ z + N sin f3 z) 2 [-a,z , 
k=l k k k k 
where~····, ~ are constants to be determined. 
-17-
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6. Determination of the Axial Constants r 
We can obtain eight linear equations involving the sixteen constants 
appearing in (5.13) by substituting the expressions and their derivatives 
from (5.13) into either (5. 8 a) or (5. 8 b) and setting the sums of the 
± a, z ± Cl,lcZ 
coefficients of e k cos ~kz and e sin ~kz equal to zero. 
Eight more equations my be obtained from the natural boundary 
conditions (5.9 a,b) in conjunction with the end conditions of the 
cylinder in the following nanner: recall the end conditions (2.4 e,f) and 
(2.4 g,h): 
0- (r, 0) 
z 
= ~ (r, ,R) = 0 rz 
- (T (r, J ) = - o-00(r) z z 
In view of the expressions (4.5 a,b) and {4.2) i.e., 
(T = S(g +·. :G) 
z 
/ 
<Tz = - t(g' + G') 
S(r) = - 00 a- (r) 
z 
.. we obtain the conditions: 
:(6• l -~,-1>} 
g 1 (0) + G' ( 0) = 0 
·... "i:t. 
~· . ~· ' 
g(j) + G(J) = 1 
g' ( j ) + G' { R ) = 0 
-18-
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which imply that 
(6. 2 a, b) z = o, J. 
• 
(6.2 c, d) Jg' = - J GI z = o,R 
' 
Substituting these values for i G and JG' in the natural boundary 
conditions (.5. 9 a, b) and setting the coefficients of d g and ~ g' · equal 
to zero yields: 
R 





+ (834 - a46) G + (8:36 - 2a66) G" = O 
- 0 
Evaluating equations (6.1) and (6.3) at z = 0 and z == J using the 
expressions (5.13) and their derivatives yields another eight linear 
equations. 
The sixteen equations whose sources are outlined above may be given 
in order, quoting the individual sources, as: 
~z from (5. 8 a), the coefficients of e cos ~kz , k =#.: 1, 2,:-
. -~-
{6.4 a, b) 
-19-
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,...,io., ...... ''\>.t 
-kt z 
from (5. 8 a), the coefficients of e k cos l3kz , k = 1, 2: 
(6.4 c,d) 
.-a,kz 
from (5. 8 a), the coefficients of e sin l3kz, k = 1, 2: 
(6.4 e,.f) 
+aicz 
from (5.8 a), the coefficients of e sin 13kz, k = 1, 2.: 
(6.4 g,h) 
from ( 6.1 a) , g( 0) + G(O): ;:: l : 
·2 
(6.4 i) 
.}} . ,; m. .. ·. + ·n. · . + M. + P ' = 1 
. . . · · x· · .t'k -1c k 
·~:::::.1 
.:f:rom :_(·6.1 b), g( i ) + G( f. ) = 1 : 
·., 
(6.4 j) 
't ,. . 
. ,~-· 
from (6.1 c), g' {O) + G' (0) = 0: 
(6.4 k) 2 [ I -C +C +C p +C . 
k= l 9,kl\: 10,kl\: 9,k k 10,k~ 
~ C M._ + C N + C P + C: o_J = O 9,k-1c 10,k k 9,k k 10,kir 
-20- .. 
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from ( 6.1 d) , g 1 ( J ) + G • ( l ) = 0 : 
( 6. 4 1) ~ fell km + C12 kDit + C 'l - p.,_ + C 4 q k = 1 t.: . , k • 1-', 1c .1C 1 • k x 
+ C M + C N + C P + C o.J = 0 11,k k 12,k k 13,k k 14,kl: 
from (6.J a), i.e. evaluating (6.J) at .R : 
(6.4 m) 2 ~ l: 0 m +c +c +c q k = 1 15,k k 16,kl\: 17,~k 18,k k 
from (6.3 b), i.e. evalu.a.ting at O: 
(.6 4 n) •. . l. ·. ·,. · .. : ... ··. · .. · 2 E L ,c m+C n+C p+C 
k = 1, 2J,k k 24,k k 25,k k 26,k~ 
·+ C M + 0 N + C P + C Q_ J = 0 27,k k 28,k k 29,k k JO,k'k 
from (6.J c) i.e. evaluating at g : 
( 6.4 o) 2 ~-:E C +C n +C . +C k = 1 Jl,k~ 32,k k 33,~k 34,k~ 
• 
-21-
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from (6.3 d), evaluating at 0 
· (6.4 p) 1: c +c +c +c n [ k = 1 39,kl\ 40.k\: 41,ilk 42,k\ 
+ C M + C N + C P + C o.J = 0 43,k k 44,k k 45,k k 46,k'lc 





2 2 4 22 4 a 4 +(a 6 - a2~ + a 4) (Cl - S )+ a 6(a. - fu S + ~ ) 1 1 ..J 3 k k 3 k kk k 
·:04 k -~. :z. "{al6 - a25 + a 4> (a 13 )+ 2a 6ca.31:1 - (1 133 ) 
·. ,,:,. · · 3 1c k 3 Jc k k k 
~R 
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... .. -....... -~, ..... ._ ... 
' "l 
+(2a33- a36) [ ()J.J;- a.Q cos P>,J +(Ja.~k- P>!> sin P>k/ ] . 
°'kl 
• e 
-(2a~33- a36) [<)J.~k- f3!) cos f>kj -<~!-~ sin f3kf J } .
a.kl 
• e 




-(a36- 2a66) [~~k- f3Qcos P>ki +c~!-c¢sin f3k.f] 1 ·
"""kj 
• e 
J . ' 
-24-· 





'I l 1 
-• -.~. v~,· 
I '_,' - '· •• ~ 
...... ~ 
+(8j6- 2a6~ [<~!-~cos 13kJ +(~le 1:1~ Bin 1:1kP] 1 . 
°'kJ 
• e 
-(a3o 2a66) [ (~k- 1:1~ cos~~ -<~!- a.Q sin 1:1k./]}. 
°'kl 
• e 
·:c = -c =· 23,k 25,k 
·o C · _,:.·.4 ,:: .·· 6 ·::: 
·.2·:·,·k: . ·2·-,,k· . .. 
. . - ~ 
' 
{ <2ai2- 81_3- a25+ al6)1:1k -(2a33- a36)(~k- 1:1~ } 
C =-C = 2?,k \ 29,k . 
,,. " i • ••II 
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: . -"!" . 
' 
. . ' 
•i 
'+(28.33- a36) [ 2.a.J!kcos f,~ 
' 
+<8J6- 2a66> [ ca!- f,~ cos r,k.R + ~k81n r,kJJfe~R 
-26-
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03a, k ::;: f (a34- a46) cos ski 
+(e.36- 2a.66) [ ~kcos s.J +(a.!- s~ sin 13kf] l e~.f 
• 
-27-








Solving the sixteen equations given in (6.4) simultaneously will 
yield the sixteen constants mic, ~····• Pk, ~ • 
7. Stress Expressions 
Having completely determined. the axial and radial functions, the 
stress expressions may be obtained by substituting these quantities into 
(J.J). The complete solution for the finite hollow cylinder subjected to 
an axysymmetric temperature field is then found using the principle of 
superposition by adding the stresses for the finite_ cylinder, (3.3), 
to the stresses forming t~e solution to the infinite cylinder, (2.3), 
as postulated in (2.2). 
The equations of (3.3), after some simplification, may be written 















(7. 2 d) 
:(7-· 3. a) 
'. . 
. ~ .~ ....... 
r. ... 
4 Zrk(r) = 5(f + r f 1)~ 
·, 
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8. Accuracy of the First Term Solution 
• 
.... 
. .... :.:JM(!." ... ~ ~·~~ ~--· .... ~-~ • ........ •·:·· . 
... 
The solution obtained has been formulated so as to satisfy the end 
conditions and the equations of equilibrium. If a sufficient number of 
terms had been included in the product solution as indicated in (.3.1) 
the variational formulation, according to the Theorem of Minimum Complementary 
Energy, should yield a result approaching the exact solution~ The ex.act 
solution would satisfy the compatability equations (2.6) as well as the 
end conditions and the equilibrium equations. Since the compatability 
equations are not employed inf ormulati~on of problem, the extent to which 
they are satisfied provides a check on the accuracy of the solution. 
Recall from section 2 that 
(2. 6 a) 
~u=i(cr -Pa-e-V<r > 
c;,, r E r z 
(2. 6 b) ·u 1 ) 
-=~er -v <r -v er r E e z r 
(2. 6 c) 
(2. 6 d) 
~rz 
These four equations may be solved for u and w; the displacement 
vector component in the radial and axial dir,ections respectively. 
From (2.6 b) u is given e:x:plicitely as: 
(8.1 a) u = i ( (Te - ]) (r z - 7,) tr r ) 
-31-
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:By integrating (2. 6 a) with respect to r we obtain: 
r 
(8.1 b) u = i r ( <rr - 7/ (re - ],) (Tz) dr 
From {2.6 c), integrating with respect tor: 
r 
(8. 2 a) w=} j <crz- Vtrr-1/rre>a:r 
F·rom (2. 6 d), again integrating with respect to r: 
r . 
(8.2:t>). w=j° f [2(1+J))Zrz-E~:]a:r 
·fl 
·Q, 
To obtain the term E i ~ in (8.2 b) we nay use the explicit 
expression for u in ( 8.1 a) written in terms of our first term solution 
and take the partial derivative with respect to z, i.e. 
(8 • .3) Eu.= r [s i r5t+[1+(5 -v>r-'] rfl+{l-1) )f 1-v~ g 
- rt l G•, 
Taking the derivative of(8.3) with respect to z: 
(8.4) E OU= a z [ 5 { r5t + [1 +(5 -v > r3J rr 1+(1 -V)f} - "Jo's] g 
' ' 
- r,g• 11 - V SG1+ f V 2(2F +r'-"1•>-v[r'F11+(5r3+2) rF'+ 2F J 
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A comparison of the calculated values for u and w (from the independent 
pairs of equations (8.1) and (8.2) respectively) over the range of r 
values in any numerical problem will provide a check on the accuracy 
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9. Numerical Examples. 
To illustrate the method developed and to demonstrate the effect of 
relative length on the end effect, the complete solution for the thermal 
stress problem of a finite hollow cylinder has been worked out for 
several cases. 
To preserve the generality of the presentation non-dimensional units 
:are: used throughout. The stresses will be expressed as ~ ./aE AT, 
. J 
the temperature in T/ A T, and the outside radius chosen as the length 
unit i.e. the coordinates rand z represent the dimensionless ratios 
R/R0 and z/B.0. as used implicitly in the,derivation for dimensional 
. 
homogeneity. 
For comparis·on to Lee's work [ 2 J , Poisson's ratio has been chosen 
as -V = 0.3 and the inner and outer diameter as 2.5 and 3.5 inches 
respectively. Consequently the fractional parameter A has the value: 
In addition the temperatµre profile has b.een chosen as: 
( 9 .• 1) M = 12.25(r2 - 2r + ~l) 7 AT 
A full presentation of the solution will first be given for a 
cylinder 12 inches in~ length, in keeping with Lee 1s work, a length to 
ii 
outside radius ratio of 48/7. Then to illustrate the effect 9f length 
on the end effec~, the axially varying stresses will be presented for 
cylinders having length to out....~~~ius ratios of 4.o, 2.0, 1.0 and 0.5. 
Substituting (9.1) into (2.3 a,b,c) we obtain the stress expressions 
(9.2a) = - 4.375 r2 + ·11. 666667 r - a.53.1746 + 1.240079 r-2 
-34-
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,. 
(9.2b) 0-e = - 13.1~sr2 + 23.333333r - s.531746 - 1.24o079r-2 
CLE AT 
00 
(9.2c) f.Jz = - 17.5r2 + 35r - 17.063492 
a.E AT ~ 
By substituting (9.2c) into (4.2) we obtain 
(9.3) S(r} = 12.25(1.428571 - 2.857143 + 1.392938) 
a.EAT 
Using (9.3) and the definitions (4.7) and (4.8) obtain expressions for 
the radial functions by direct integration. Solving the equations (4.9) 
yield the integration constants resulting in the specific form of the,, 
radial functions.: 
.. 
(9.4a) f(r) = 12.25(0.017s57r5 - o.<119365r4 + o.116o7sr3 - o.018929r 
a.E bT 
- 0.03.5.540 - 0.101231 ln r) 
( 9. 4b) 
') .. 
fl~) ·( 44 4601 / 4. 2 6 fi = 12.25 0.08928 r - 0.317 r-'~-~ 0.3 82J5r - 0.1201 0 
- 0.101213"1 l.n .. r) 
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(9.5a) F(r) = 12.25(0.017a57r4 - o.079365r3 + o •. 1160?Br2 - 0.018847 
a,E AT 
- o.035705r-1 - 0.101231 ln r) 
(9.5b) F'(r) = 12.2.5(0.0'71429r3 - o.23809.5r2 - 0.2'.321.56r - o.101231r-1 
BE AT 
(9.5c) F' '(r) = 12.2.5(0.214286r2 - o.476190r + 0.232156 + o.101231r-2 
aEAT 
.. · .· . 4 -3) 
-0.0?l lOr 
Substituting these values into (5.4) and integrating by numerical 
me:,_hods on the G.E. 225 computer, using successively smaller mesh sizes 
i.µit·ii- the values converged to the required accuracy, yielded the following 
results:: 
:C9-~·6) ~ 1 == 0.000175229 
~3 = - 0.000003154 
·-
,,,.,.'""'" 
~4 = 0.000373664 
~6 = - 0.000004377 
a22 = 0.000002839 · 
a25 = 0.000005677 
833 = 0.000000782 
~4 = - 0.000002587 
a36 = 0.000001617 
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•. l~ 
(9.6 cont.) 
a46 = - 0.000003467 
a55 = o. 000002839 "" 
a66 = 0.000000851 
-. . . •. ·'". -, ' 
.·::1 
where the values above should be multi plied by the factor (12 • .5.5 C1E .1:,,. T) 2 • 
Substituting the values (9.6) into the characteristic equation 
represented by the (5.11), the characteristic roots were found by 
' expanding the determinant as an eighth-order equation and solving for 
the roots using a standard library program. 
The eight roots resulting were 
( 9• 7a) ± 4. 8414341 °:t iO 
(9.7b) °:!: 3.0732674~ 2.3648172 
Of these there are only two sets of roots that are distinct in the 
-·· 
numerical value of their real and imaginary parts, therefore 
( 9. 8a) a,1 = 4. 8414341, 
~l = 0 
~2 = 2. 3648172 
A computer program was then devised to print out the constants 
(6.5) appearing in the sixteen linear equations of (6.4a-p). !hen a 4 
standard lib~ry program was employed to solve the sixteen equat:l.ons 
of (6.4) to determine the sixteen constants appearing in the expression 
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These constants were obtained for each case considered as follows: 
(9.9a) R /R0 = 48/7 
In:J. = o. 7 52.5.5833 
·~, = - 1.19460519 
11_ = 0.90163501 
:~ = - .5 • 9449967 5 
-10 p1 = - 7 .096351 ~ 10 
p2 = - 4. 686792 x 10-
1
.5 
-10 ql = 2. 7.54.539 X 10 
q2 = 2.926437 X 10-l5 
(9-• .-9b) / /R0 = 4 
n,_ = o. 7.52.56226 _ 
~ = - 1.19461721 
·-n1 = ·o.90164ooo7 
-~ = - .5. 9450057 6 
. 6 8 - 6 P1 = - 2. 7 825 01 x 10 
p2 = - 4. 73741419 :x: 10-
9 
-6 
• -q1 = 3• 73371379 X 10 : 
4 -10 q2 = - 9•58_53379 X 10 
~ ~) 
(9.9c) //R=2.0 0 
~ = 0.7.54697479 
-~ = - 1. 2010844;2 ;.· 
~l = 0.908144429 
-~ = - 5. 97486435 
p1 = - 2.24664934 :x: 10-3 




. ... •·~ 
~ = o. 2934.5304 
~ = 1.148.59381 
N1 = o.3~354168 
N2 = 5• 71601944 
P = - 3• 678755 X 10-lO 1 . 
P
2 
= 4.506276 X 10-l.5 
-10 Q1 = 1.438079 x-,110 
C?.z = - 2. 813722 :x: 10-15 
M:i_ = 0.293454574 
M2 = 1.14860.538 
l 
N1 = 0.363.543697 
N2 = 5.71602810 
, .. / -6 
Pl = - 2. 22734709 X·' 10 
P2 = 4-55494811 x 10-
9 
Ql = 1.89299629 :x: 10-6 
·. Qz = 9.21614937 :x: 10-10 
1\ = o.29426o902 
M2 = 1.1.5482281 
N1 = 0.366142295 
N2 = 5• 74473666 
-4 
~pl = - 4.474292.55 X 10 
P2 = 6.7130764.5 X 10-.5 
......... ~ . ' , .. 
... 
.. . 
' . . 
'• ··~1~,.,-, .... ~r"t •, ·.;.~~• .. '"'"I·,., .... ,,... .• , .. • .. ~1i,•.~ ..... 
. • •• ·~· ',r,1 .... ""· .... 
-·. 
~· ...... .,. ... 'Ill 
(9.9c cont.) 
ql = - l•5J524o10 X 10-.'.3 
q2 = - l• 76967066 X 10-.5 . 
(9.9d) R /R0 = 1.0 
~ 
n,_ = o.7496o8493 
m2 .= - 1.19571747 
n:i_ = o.842669384 
~- = - .5.50829860 
pl = 1. 32629.312 X 10-2 
P2 = - 8.42669384 X 10-3 
ql = 4. 86()02189 X .10-2 
-2 q2 = - 1.39666714 :x: 10 
{9.9e) } /R0 = 0.5 
n,_ = o. 599072969 
m2 = - 0.794769537 
n:i_ = o. 466620052 
D.z = - 3. 63549544 
pl= 0.157859376 
. 6 
-2 :Pz:: := ... . • 72979525 :x: 10 
q1 = 7•56798784 X 10-2 
q2 = - 1°48913333 X 10-J 
, . 
.... •.:•.: .. ~· t.;. .... H -.. 
. 
.~ 
Q2 = 1. 70151008 :x: 10-:; 
J.i. = o. 29266445 
M2 = 1.14966328 
N1 = o.34oo68419 
N'2 = 5. 29614114 . 
P = - 9• 13835299 X 10-3 1 
P2 = 8.57081662 X 10-J 
4 . - 2 Ql = 2. 2JS )290 X 10 
Q_z = l• 34287315 X 10-2 
\ = 0.2352412)8 
M2 = 0.764158131 
N1 = Q.189510020 
N2 =. J.49_547081 
Pl = 4.10298868 X 10 - 2 
-2 P2 = 6.47059068 :x: 10 
-2 Ql = J.66117525 X 10 
Q_z = 1•43177791 X 10-J 
A computer program was devised to calculate the stresses ciirectly 
from the stresses expressions (3.3), giving explicitly the definitions of 
the axial and radial functions involved (5.13, 9.4, 9.5) and using the 
.. first set of constants (9.9a) as data input. 
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Having calculated the complete stress distribution for the twelve inch 
cylinder the above ~rogram was modified to print out stresses for the 
maximum radial values (at approximately r = 0.82), and on the inner and 
outer surfaces. The program was then rerun. using. the remaining sets of 
data as input (9.9b-e). (' I 
On the basis of the 12 inch cylinder stress distribution the 
position of z = 0.5 was chosen as a representative position for checking 
on the extent to which the compatability equations were satisfied by a 
' I 
one term solution. Consequently a program was written to calculate the 
displacements directly from equations (8.1) and (8.2) by a numerical 
integration technique incorporating (8.4) and the above program to 
generate the required values. 
(: 
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11. Discussion of Results and Conclusions 
-The calculated results for the numerical example are given graphically 
it 
in Figures 1 through 7. As mentioned previously,dimensionless units have 
be.en employed throughout. 
Figure 1 shows the thermal stresses in an infinite hollow circular 
cylinder subjected to the given axysymmetric temperature distribution. 
Figures 2.A, B, C, D show the radial distribution of the various 
1 
stress components due to the applied end loading at different relative 
positions along the "long" cylinder ( .1., = L/R0 = 48/7). The naximwn 
radial, circumferential, and shear stresses due to the applied end loading 
occur almost at the same position, centering aro,1nd a relative position 
of R/R = 0.82. The total value of these stresses can be found by adding 0 
the infinite stress corresponding to each position from Figure 1. A 
significant exa,mple is Figure J, which :plots the total circwoferential 
stress. 
The circumferential st:r.ess is the largest stress that occurs and is 
a naximum on the end face. Figure J _clearly shows that the resultant 
.. ~ 
stress is compressive on the inner bo11ndary and tensile on the outer 
boundary,. having a peak value at approximately r = O. 85. It should 
be noted that the p~_, ... ~ircumferential stress is more than 50'1, higher 
i 
than the peak circumferential stress in an infinitely long cylinder 
~ompared to the 25'/, increase obtained by the thin walled analysis of 
[s]. 
Figure 4 shows the axial distribution of total stresses for the 
"long" cylinder at r = 0.82. The results are plotted only to the mid-
length of the cylinder since the results are symmetrical over the full 
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and shear stresses are roi,ghly on the order· of one tenth the value 
of the other stresses, Figure 4 being somewhat misleadiilg since 
the axial stress attains its minimum values at r = o.82 as shown in 
ligu.re 2.c.) In contrast to the general pattern of decay, i.eo peak 
values at the end, appreciable decay at z = 1.5J, and virtually 
constant values at z = 2 ~ , the shear stress bas a minimum value 
at z = 0, rises to a peak at approximately z = o.4~ and then 
follows the usu.al pattern. 
From the results plotted in Figure 4 the position z/R0 = 0.5 
was se1·ected to evaluate the radial displacements. The results are C" 
plotted in Figures 5.A,]o The discrepancy in the values for the 
radial displacement u is much larger that that for the a,xial displacement 
w.. which is almost negligible. The decision to use more terms in the 
solution for further refinement, as proposed by Erdof1Ul [ 3] , would 
depend on the values of the discrepancies in an actual case and on the 
degree of accuracy desi~ (The discrepancy in u values and the near 
match of w values were predicted by Horva.y with regard to this method 
( 1] .) 
Figures 6 show the axial distribution of stresses for cylinders \ 
of various relative lengths. Significantly the "end effect", as such, 
seems to be in existence for the "long" cylinder studied by Lee 
(L/R0 = 48/7) and under goes litt~e change when the cylinder is shortened 
. to a relative length of L/R0 = 4aO. This is understandable since the 
mid-length of the shorter cylinder is still beyond the point of final 
decay in the ri1ong" cylinder. The effect of length becomes quite 
apparent however when the length of the cylinder is further decreased. 
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those for the longer cylinders. The stress distributions no longer 
show any "end effect" but rather demonstrate a definite tendency 
towards assuming constant values over the length of the cylinder as 
··-· 
~ ]. _ 
would be expected in the ca,se of a thin circular disk. For comparison 
the stress values for a disk subjected to the same temperature dis-
tribution from formulae given in [.5 J have been calculated and super-
( imposed on these graphs. The axial and shear stress values obviously 
approach zero as expected. in the limiting plane stress case, and the 
..... 
radial and circumferential stresses seems to tend to those obtained for 
the disk. (The discrepancies are hard to evaluate quantitatively due 
to the drastic effect of length on the axial distribution of radial 
and circumferential stresses and to the relatively large change in the 
results of the formulae given in [ .5 J due to a relatively small 
variation in coordinate values.) 
Figure 7 is a plot of the calculated strains on the outer bo11nda.ry 
for comparison to the experimental work reported in [ 8] • The original 
experimental work was conducted with a hollow steel cylinder of the 
same dimensions as the cylinder studied theo-retically by Lee. The 
experimental results were obtained by measuring the axial strains two 
seconds after suddenly subjecting the interior to a well-stirred hot 
liquid. Assuming the temperature distribution used in this analysis 
reasonably approximates the temperature profile in the experiment, 
at least qualitatively, there is good agreement between the theoretical 
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